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Introduction
Castellum Teutoburgium and Cornacum were constituents of a 
complex frontier system of the Roman Empire known as limes.1 
The Late Antiquity period of the Pannonian portion of the 
Danube limes region is especially interesting for research due 
to various dire events which eventually affected the survival of 
the western half of the Empire. For the Croatian part of the limes, 
exactly 188 km from modern-day Batina Skela (Ad Militare) in the 
N to Ilok (Cuccium) in the S2 (Fig. 1), the Battle of Mursa (Osijek) in 
351 between emperor Constantius II and usurper Magnentius, as 
well as more frequent incursions of various ethnic groups into 
the Empire, can be pinpointed as such occurrences.3 These and 
other external and internal nuisances that affected the Empire 
throughout the 4th century and into the beginning of the 5th ulti-
mately led to administrative collapse and the end of the Western 
Roman authority over the territory.4 
This work will attempt, from a numismatic perspective, to con-
tribute to better understanding of this complex topic by trying 
to determine the last regular coin supply, i.e. its end, to the two 
aforementioned Roman forts.5 
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This paper analyses, compares and presents numismatic data 
gathered by examination of Late Roman coin material, from 
both the display and study collections of the Archaeological 
Museum in Zagreb, discovered in the area of two Roman castella 
in the Croatian part of the Danube limes: Teutoburgium (Dalj) 
and Cornacum (Sotin). This data has been used for constructing 
the chronology of the coin supply to, and annual coin circula-
tion intensity at, the sites in the set time frame – i.e. from the 
Valentinian dynasty until the latest late-imperial Roman coin – in 
order to try to establish the end of the regular coin supply, and 
thus contribute to better understanding of the socio-economic 
and administrative changes in the aforesaid area in the late 4th 
century. All determined coins are catalogued in detail, while data 
analysis is presented in charts and tables.
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1  Cf. Isaac 1988; Visy 2005, 213; Sanader 2010, 225. For history of research on 
limes in Croatia see Vukmanić 2009, 31–32.
2  Sanader 2003, 135; 2010, 225. The area administratively belonged to Pan-
nonia Secunda in the 4th c. 
3  Mócsy 1974, 286; Pinterović 2014, 191; e.g. “Sarmatian” incursions into 
Pannonia Secunda in 374, 380 and, possibly, 385, as well as attacks of Gothic 
groups in 380 (Mócsy 1974, 286; Kovács 2016, 582–586). About the re-examination 
of Sarmatian ethnicity see Dan 2017.
4  Mócsy 1974, 352.
5  I would like to thank T. Bilić, M. Nađ and I. Radman-Livaja of the Archae-
ological Museum in Zagreb for their guidance and help in the making of this 
work.
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Figure 1. Position of the castella (underlined) in the Croatian part 
of the Danube limes (made by K. Lukić).6 
Money under the Valentinian Dynasty 
In view of the historic events in the area observed and the aim 
of this work, among the overall Late Roman numismatic mate-
rial found in the area of the castella only those coins from the 
Valentinian dynasty onwards have been examined. 
On coming to power, emperors Valentinian I and Valens installed 
reforms (365–368) to restore the purity of bullion and lower pric-
es after the unsteadiness of the monetary system in the 1st half 
of the 4th century.7 Another important change, introduced in 368, 
regarding the production of precious metal coins, was the shift-
ing of their manufacture to comitatensian mints that operated 
mostly at the emperor’s residence.8 These changes were indi-
rectly prompted by Valentinian I’s overhaul of social grading pol-
icy with an increasing amount of mobility within the hierarchy 
(which was especially beneficial for militares).9 Moreover, with 
the edict of 371, the brother emperors withdrew from circulation 
all bronze-silver alloy denominations (dichoneutum) and prohib-
ited trade with them, as well as their possession, while silver 
from withdrawn coins was recycled for production of argentei. 
The edict of 371 ended the 4-century-long tradition of minting 
billon coinage in the Empire, and as a consequence solely base-
metal coinage became significant once again in an overall gold-
dominated system.10 The main bronze denomination under the 
early Valentinian rule was Æ 3 nummus (2.25 g) of the GLORIA 
ROMANORVM and SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE type. However, the 
bronze coinage underwent another reform in 379 when, after 
his elevation to senior Augustus, Gratian introduced three new 
denominations. These nummi emulated coins introduced in a 
figure 1. Position of the castella (underlined) in the Croatian part of the Danube limes (made by K. Lukić).6 
6  The map includes only archaeologically and historically confirmed fort 
locations. See Sanader 2003.
7  Harl 1996, 172; Valentinian I decreed that all taxes should be paid in pure 
gold and delivered to the imperial treasury (scrinium aureae massae) as bullion. 
This required regular melting of coins. (Cod. Th. 10, 24, 3; Hendy 1985, 320); coins 
with improved fineness were marked as OB (obryzum aurum, pure gold) and PS 
(pusulatum, pure silver) respectively (Moorhead 2012, 602, 609).
8  This resulted in the appearance of the COMOB mintmark on gold coins 
(RIC 10, 23–25; Moorhead 2012, 603). 
9  Re-grading required increase in payment which was then levelled by pu-
rified gold coins. This endorsed commutation from payment in kind to cash on 
a wider scale, enabling profiteering by certain groups within the bureaucracy 
(Banaji 2002, 51, 216).
10  Harl 1996, 172; Banaji 2002, 87. R. Reece argues that bronze coinage might 
have had only commercial purpose and circulated only as token value depend-
ing on the validation of bullion, whereas precious-metal coins had more of a fis-
cal value. According to Reece, the Roman Empire distributed its expenditures 
solely in gold and silver coinage, making the payees first exchange them for 
bronze denominations at money-changers, thus ensuring the return of pre-
cious metals into the Empire’s treasury (Reece 2003, 142). About the model, its 
limitations and other possible interpretations see Reece 1984; for silver coin-
age see Moorhead 2012, 609–611.
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reform of 348. The largest, Æ 2 (5.25 g), was similar to the with-
drawn maiorina and mainly struck with reverse type REPARATIO 
REIPVB, while the smallest denomination, nummus minimus (1.5 
g), was in Æ 4 flan size and minted with reverse types VOTA, SALVS 
REIPVBLICAE and VICTORIA AVGG.11 The main denomination, cor-
responding to centenionalis, was Æ 3 (2.45 g) with prevailing 
reverse type CONCORDIA AVGG. This tripartite bronze system 
continued until the emperor Theodosius I, between 388 and 392, 
stopped the minting of Æ 2 and reduced the production of Æ 3 
in western mints. Production of Æ 4 nummi resumed, albeit of a 
reduced standard.12 
Gold, apart from its mercantile value, proved to be an adequate 
diplomatic asset (in the form of a centaurim – 100 librae of gold) 
used for controlling the situation along the borders and for pay-
ing off foederati. Such payments drastically increased at the 
end of the 4th century, and general growing demand for gold ul-
timately led to the downfall of the bronze-based monetary sys-
tem in the west.13 The main gold denomination in the Valentinian 
period was still solidus (4.48 g), whilst in 383 Maximus introduced, 
and, beginning in 388, Theodosius I continued minting, the trem-
issis (1.5 g) as the smallest gold coin.14
The monetary circulation in the Roman Empire probably began 
to decline as a consequence of the socio-economic state that 
the Empire found itself in during the last third of the 4th century, 
with the aftermath of the Battle of Hadrianopolis in 378 usually 
reckoned as a starting point. Increased incursions into imperial 
territory and other menaces in the Empire must have had a nega-
tive effect on the economy in the affected areas, particularly 
rural, which resulted in the decrease of money circulation.15 The 
numismatic data from Pannonia Valeria demonstrates the afore-
said, implying that termination of the regular coin supply gener-
ally followed after 378.16 The final coin supply of the Pannonian 
provinces north of the Drava (Prima, Valeria) is represented 
by Æ 4 coins of the SALVS REIPVBLICAE type. This probably oc-
curred around 395 or 400, while the coin data from certain inland 
towns in Pannonia Savia and Secunda suggests unobstructed 
supply and circulation, albeit of a rather low intensity, continu-
ing into the first half of the 5th century.17 Regular coin supply in 
the neighbouring provinces on the Empire’s border, in Noricum 
Ripense and Raetia Secunda (Vindelica) in the west, likewise end-
ed around 400 with Æ 4 SALVS REIPVBLICAE,18 whereas coin finds 
from Moesia Prima and Dacia Ripensis to the east suggest the 
supply continued until the 1st half of the 5th century.19
History of research
Dalj (Teutoburgium)
The modern-day village of Dalj developed on the right bank of 
the Danube, 19 km NW of the town of Vukovar, in the vicinity of 
the Drava’s confluence with the Danube. There have been no sys-
tematic archaeological excavations in the area, but the results 
of trial trenches and the variety of surface stray finds of Roman 
provenience, as well as referrals in contemporary sources, attest 
to the existence of castellum Teutoburgium.20 Alongside written 
sources, epigraphic inscriptions found in the area correspond 
with numerous finds attributed to military horse equipment, 
suggesting that mainly cavalry units were stationed at the fort.21 
Unfortunately, the abrasive forces of modern construction and 
the River Danube have almost completely disintegrated the 
Roman architecture, complicating the research of Teutoburgium 
even more.22 From the abovementioned finds, only certain items 
of military and sepulchral purpose have been published.23 Roman 
coins have not been examined hitherto.
11  RIC 9, 31; Harl 1996, 175.
12  In 395 Emperor Honorius prohibited the use and possession of Æ 2 coins, 
and consequentially Æ 4 nummi became prime currency in the western part of 
the Empire. Æ 2 is mentioned in the 395 edict as decargirus, i.e. “silvered tenth”, 
suggesting it might at some point have been worth 10 nummi and, as such, a 
possible prototype for Byzantine decumania, formed in the late 5th century. The 
Æ 3-sized nummus is referred to in the edict as centenionalis (Harl 1996, 174).
13  Harl 1996, 176; Reece 2003, 147. According to S. Moorhead, the purpose 
of gold in civilian parts of the Empire might have varied from military fron-
tier zones, where it had been used more for paying donatives, gifts and trib-
utes (Moorhead 2012, 606–608); the state’s traditional process of integrating for-
eigners into the socio-economic life of the Empire (receptio) became inefficient 
with the influx of Goths in the last third of the 4th century; and, after the Empire 
sanctioned a foedus with certain Goths in 382, other ethnic groups (including 
Goths) became increasingly encouraged to demand similar agreements (Modé-
ran 2008, 221); see Burns 1994, 12–15, 108.
14  RIC 9, 26; Moorhead 2012, 604; the tremissis would become the prime 
gold denomination in the west after the collapse of the Western Empire (Harl 
1996, 175, 483).  
15  Burns 1994, 42; Harl 1996, 175–176; various Gothic groups, having settled 
on imperial territory in the last third of the 4th century, certainly contributed to 
the disruption of monetary circulation, because they had not, at least not com-
pletely, integrated into the socio-economic life of the Empire (Mócsy 1975, 343–
344). Another factor that destabilized the economy and social order in Panno-
nian provinces was the oppressive tax policy of Probus, PP of Illyricum (Bratož 
2011, 590). 
16  Burger 1981, 153, 185, 192; RAMMU 1, 3. 
17  Alföldi 1924, 23–35; 1926, 58; FMRÖ 1/2; Kos 1986, 224; see Nađ 2012; apart 
from coin finds, an indication that administrative organization in the towns of 
Pannonia Secunda was still present to a certain degree at the end of the 4th cen-
tury can be found in the inscription of Flavius Lupus (AE 1968, 113 = 1998, 369 = 
2001, 610; Kovács 2016, 586).
18  FMRD 1, 3; Kos 1986, 223; 2019, 117–119.
19  Rankov Kondić 2013, 44, 54; Vojvoda, Mrđić 2017, 69, 341; for the circula-
tion in the Serbian part of the limes see Vojvoda, Redžić 2018.
20  Bulat 1974, 85; Sanader 2003, 141; Teutoburgium (Ptol. Geog. 2, 15, 3); Teu-
tiburgio (It. Ant. 243, 4); Tittoburgo (TP 5A2, Talbert 1638); 4/5th century Notitia 
Dignitatum mentions Castellum Teutiborgio, i.e. Teutibarcio, garrisoned with 
cavalry units equites promoti and cuneus equitum Dalmatarum, as well as de-
tachments (Vexillationes) of the legio VI Herculia (Not. Dign. [occ.] 32, 4, 11, 23, 30, 
47).
21  Radman-Livaja 2012, 176; for references on epigraphic sources see San-
ader 2003, 141; Radman-Livaja 2012, 176, n. 144.
22  Sanader 2010, 230.
23  See Bulat 1977; Radman-Livaja 2005.
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Sotin (Cornacum)
Sotin is a village located 29km SW of Dalj and situated on the 
right bank of the Danube.24 Systematic archaeological excava-
tions have not yet been conducted in the area, but six campaigns 
of trail excavations (2008–2013) by the Institute of Archaeology 
and Vukovar Municipal Museum have determined a cultural con-
tinuity from Prehistory to the Early Medieval period. Regarding 
the Roman period, S of the presumed position of castellum 
Cornacum (Popino brdo), a double ditch (fossatum) of an auxilia-
ry military camp has been discovered, defining the camp’s north-
ern and eastern limit. Moreover, peripheral parts of a settlement, 
possibly an area of production, were discovered between the 
military camp and the fort, as well as presupposed traces of a 
road, running NW–SE and W–E respectively, with 2nd – 4th century 
cremation and skeletal burials along them. It was concluded that 
the modern village partially overlies a Roman settlement which 
it must have destroyed, and which is still eroding the existing 
strata. Nonetheless, on the premise of excavated artefacts, two 
preliminary layers dating from 2nd – 4th century have been es-
tablished. In addition, SE of the Roman settlement, i.e. on the 
Srednje polje position, remains of a settlement with ceramic ma-
terial dating to the Migration Period have been found.25
Apart from surviving features, certain literary sources and vari-
ous single finds corroborate the existence of the fort and an 
accompanying settlement.26 Among the abovementioned finds, 
Roman coinage has been found in abundance;27 and, based on 
the numismatic-topographical analysis of part of the material, 
M. Ilkić has provided some conclusions on the settlement his-
tory, the extent and the end of Cornacum.28 On the basis of the 
latest coin type, M. Ilkić sets the end of the occupancy of the 
majority of the settlement at the end of Valentinian I’s rule, or 
under Valens’s rule,29 whereas continuous occupation after 378 
can only be recognized at the supposed location of the fort 
(Popino brdo). Regarding the fact that Æ 4 SALVS REIPVBLICAE 
coins, minted between 388 and 403, are the latest-dated numis-
matic finds, and that there are no coins attributed to emperor 
Honorius, the author has concluded they might represent the 
final military payment received before summer 392, connecting 
military departure with the end of the habitation of the area.30 
On the other hand, A. Alfӧldi, on the basis of his research of the 
systematic collection of the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb, 
assumed the end of coin supply to the area to fall in 387–388.31 
Analysis 
In total, 618 Late Roman coins, issued from the Valentinian 
dynasty onwards, and found on the territory of modern-day 
Dalj and Sotin, have been examined in the collections of the 
Archaeological Museum in Zagreb. The majority – 436 coins – 
were found in the Sotin area, whilst 182 have come from the 
area of Dalj. All except cat. no. 249 and cat no. 475 are Late 
Roman bronze denominations, among which Æ 3 nummi are 
represented in largest numbers (Dalj 95 %, Sotin 87 %), followed 
by Æ 4 (Dalj 3 %, Sotin 11 %) and Æ 2 (both 2 %). Cat. no. 249 is 
a RESTITVTOR REIPVBLICA solidus struck under Valentinian I in 
Antiochia between 364 and 367, while cat. no. 475 is a GLORIA 
ROMANORVM solidus of emperor Valens, minted in Antiochia be-
tween 367 and 375. Both solidi were found in the Sotin area, and 
the latter has already been published.32 Furthermore, the sites 
have similar mint distribution, with the Siscia mint clearly domi-
nating in the period under examination. Analysis has shown 
that 68 % of all coinage from Dalj, and 64 % from Sotin, had been 
struck in Siscian officinae. The mints of Aquileia (Dalj 10 %, Sotin 
8 %), Thessalonica (Dalj 9 %, Sotin 16 %) and Roma (Dalj 6 %, Sotin 
4 %) are also represented in considerable number in comparison 
to other recognized mints. The aforesaid data is analogous with 
that from other Pannonian military and civilian sites connected 
with the limes.33 Therefore both forts exhibit the mint distribu-
tion characteristic of the wider limes area in the last third of the 
4th century34 (Fig. 2).
On the basis of numismatic identification of 618 items, a repre-
sentative sample of 534 coins with distinguishable time of issue 
and other elements needed for further analysis was arrived at. 
The coins examined belong to the category of single finds recov-
ered outside archaeological context, and are therefore only suit-
able for establishing the coin supply at the sites.35 In other words, 
a comparison of representation of coins of certain emissions has 
been made in order to ascertain the intensity of monetary circu-
lation in different time periods at the localities in question.36 The 
24  Presumably, the contemporary road from Dalj to Sotin follows the same 
direction as did the Roman road that once connected the two castella, skirting 
the Danube’s right bank (Bulat 1969, 43).
25  Ložnjak Dizdar, Hutinec (eds.) 2010; Ložnjak Dizdar, Hutinec 2011, 9–10; 
2013, 9; 2014, 9. 
26  Cornacum (Ptol. Geog. 2, 15, 3) Cornaco (It. Ant. 243, 3, TP 5A2, Talbert 1639, 
Not. Dign. [occ.] 32, 12), n.b. Cornacu (Not. Dign. [occ.] 32, 3); on the finds see 
Sanader 2003, 141; see also Ilkić 2005; 2006; 2008a; 2008b; 2009a; 2009b; Ložnjak 
Dizdar, Hutinec (eds.) 2010; Radman-Livaja 2012, 176–177.
27  The majority of these are stray finds, kept in private collections and in 
several museums (Mirnik 1999, 226; llkić 2008a, 51–52); aside from the single 
finds, an Early Imperial coin hoard has been found as well (Brunšmid 1911, 251–
277).
28  Ilkić 2003, Table 1–2; 2008a, 52; I would like to thank M. Ilkić of the Univer-
sity of Zadar for allowing me to use essential data from his unpublished PhD 
thesis. 
29  Ilkić 2008a, 55, Pl. VI, 1–3.
30  Ilkić 2003, 128, Map 7; 2008a, 55, Pl. VI, 8–10; according to Notitia, caval-
ry units: equites Dalmatae, cuneus equitum scutariorum and equites promoti 
were stationed in Cornacum in the 4th century (Not. Dign. [occ.] 32, 22, 31).
31  He arrived at this conclusion on the basis of two coins: inv. no. C 25241 
(cat. no. 612) and inv. no. D 105 (cat. no. 614) (Alfӧldi 1924, 27).
32  Demo (ed.) 1994, 127, cat. no. 183; gold coins have not been included in 
the statistical analysis and data interpretation because the number of gold 
coins studied in the sample is inadequate for further analysis. Likewise, on the 
assumption that R. Reece’s above model of bullion cycle is correct, gold coins 
are suitable not for studies of coin supply, but rather for studies of coins as 
struck (Reece 2003, 143).
33  Pannonia Valeria (Burger 1981, 194–198); Carnuntum (MIR 36, 43, 44, 181, 
Table 2.33; FMRÖ 3/2).
34  21 coins from Dalj and 46 from Sotin have undeterminable mint marks 
and therefore were omitted from the analysis. 
35  Reece 2003, 141–165; 2016, 182; Bilić 2018, 272–273.
36  The possibility that the time of a coin’s introduction into the circulation 
does not necessarily need to correspond with that of its minting should be tak-
en into consideration when conducting this type of analysis (Vučić 2013, 226).  
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numismatic analysis of the representative sample has recorded 
seven different coin emissions between 364 and 393 on 156 coins 
from Dalj, whilst among the 378 coins from Sotin it was possible 
to define 10 coin emissions from 364 to 392 (Fig. 3).
Given that certain emissions in the sample are to some extent 
overlapping, it was possible to merge them into six general time 
periods in order to present more clearly the chronological pro-
gression of the intensity of coin circulation at the two sites. This 
data has been inserted into the “annual circulation intensity per 
emission” calculation formula (i.e. index)37 and, by dividing the 
number of coins from a certain time period by the number of 
years in the period and the number of coins from all compared 
samples, the annual circulation intensity was calculated and 
presented with its fluctuation value (Table 1).38  
In the calculated intensity values, an analogous progression 
between 364 and 383 can be seen at both sites (Fig. 4). The pe-
riod between 364 and 367, represented by Æ 3 nummi of em-
perors Valentinian I and Valens of types GLORIA ROMANORVM 
(cat. nos 3–12, 29–46, 69–71, 188–218 and 252–280), SECVRITAS 
REIPVBLICAE (cat. nos 1, 13–24, 47–67, 72, 184, 219–248 and 281–
314), RESTITVTOR REIPVBLICA (cat. nos 25–27, 68, 183, 187 and 
250–251) and VOTA (cat. nos 2 and 185–186), displays the highest 
value of coin circulation intensity, while the first observed fluc-
tuation in value happened in the following period. The analysis 
indicates considerably decreased coin circulation intensity be-
tween 367 and 375 in comparison to the previous period. The Æ 3 
GLORIA ROMANORVM (cat. nos 91–103, 119–132, 162–168, 356–400, 
452–474 and 518–547) and SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE (cat. nos 105–
118, 134–161, 169–170, 401–451, 476–517 and 549–556) of emperors 
figure 2. Mint distribution at Teutoburgium and 
Cornacum (made by K. Lukić).
figure 3. Comparison of the coin supply at Teu-
toburgium and Cornacum (made by K. Lukić). 
37  Ravetz 1964, 206; cf. Casey 1986, 89; Kos 1986, 60–61.  
38  Some authors prefer to multiply the period’s time frame by the number 
of items from a specific sample (Vučić 2013).  
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Valentinian I, Valens and Gratian belong to the abovementioned 
period. An increase in the reduction of coin circulation intensity 
continued at both sites during the period 375–378. In the sample, 
only two Æ 3 GLORIA ROMANORVM nummi of Valens (cat. no. 557), 
and Gratian (cat. no. 558), issued at Thessalonica and found in the 
Sotin area, can be dated to this period.39 If the bronze coins are to 
be interpreted according to Reece as military payments (regard-
less whether they represented an actual form of pay or small 
change), then the decrease in the circulation intensity could be 
seen as an indirect result of reduced military activity in the area, 
i.e. the presence of a smaller number of soldiers.40 This interpre-
tation raises a question: whether such reduction is then related 
to conditions demanding lesser military presence in the area or 
to diminished military capacity. Although no firm conclusion on 
the matter can be drawn without systematic archaeological ex-
cavations being carried out, literary sources can provide some 
information. Taking into consideration the report of a contem-
porary, Ammianus Marcellinus, of successful campaigns of the 
Pannonian troops under Frigeridus against Goths and Taifali in 
the neighbouring provinces at the beginning of the Gothic war 
(376–382), it seems possible to suppose that Pannonia was rath-
er peaceful around 375–378,41 and therefore in no need of great 
military presence on its borders. The fact that the young heir of 
the west, Valentinian II, resided in Sirmium at that time supports 
the idea that the borders of Pannonia Secunda were not threat-
ened.42 Hence, these accounts might imply that the low coin cir-
culation intensity in the area was due to the troops who previ-
ously garrisoned the two castella being stationed and paid, and 
spending their money, somewhere else, where their presence 
was needed, around 375–378.43 A similar conclusion might be ap-
plied to preceding emissions, connecting the more intense coin 
circulation with Valentinian’s construction campaigns along the 
frontier, as well as with the conflict with the Sarmatians and 
Quadi in 374–375.44 
figure 4. Comparison of the coin circulation in-
tensity at Teutoburgium and Cornacum (made 
by K. Lukić).
39  Although it was excluded from the analysis due to the fact that it was 
not possible to precisely identify the issue, Valens’s Æ 3 SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE 
from Dalj (cat. no 171) might be associated with this period. 




NO. OF COINS TOTAL NO. SPAN (YRS) CIRCULATION INTENSITY (%) FLUCTUATION (%)
1. 364–367 69 132 534 4 2.96 6.11 / /
2. 367–375 78 199 534 9 1.6 4.09 -54 -67
3. 375–378 0 2 534 4 0 0.09 -100 -2200
4. 378–383 4 30 534 6 0.12 0.93 12 1033
5. 383–388 4 12 534 6 0.12 0.37 ∆F = 0 -40
6. 388–392/3 1 3 534 5/6 0.03 0.04 -25 -11
Dalj Sotin Dalj Sotin Dalj Sotin
Table 1. Annual circulation intensity per period in Teutoburgium and Cornacum between 364 and 392/3 (made by K. Lukić).
41  Amm. Marc., 31, 7, 3; 9, 1–4; 10, 21; Kovács 2016, 577.
42  Mócsy 174, 295; Paul. Mil. v. Ambr., 11, 1; Kovács 2016, 581.
43  Another factor affecting the coin circulation at military sites is the ac-
companying settlements (vici) that were usually forming in the vicinity. Al-
though military dependants probably followed the troops on their campaigns, 
some of the populace must have remained in the vicus, and the fort would cer-
tainly not have been left unattended. Some civilians lived inside the forts, as 
well (Hanson 2005, 304–305).
44  Mócsy 1974, 291–295; Visy 2003, 46; Amm. Marc. 29, 6, 6, 13; perhaps the 
coin finds from Sotin cat. no. 356 and cat. no. 476, minted at Lugdunum, could 
be associated with the conflict (Amm. Marc. 29, 6, 16); see also CTh. 15, 1, 13.
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After 378, the circulation intensity dwindled at both sites in com-
parison to prior periods, with the last recognized increase being 
a modest one between 378 and 383. This period is represented in 
the sample by coinage of Æ 2 REPARATIO REIPVB (cat. nos 172–173, 
560–561 and 576–578), Æ 3 CONCORDIA AVGGG (cat. nos 579–580 
and 586) and Æ 4 VOTA (cat. nos 174–175, 562–571, 581–582, 587–
593 and 596) and VICTORIA AVGG (cat no. 559), issued, mainly in 
Siscia, for the emperors Gratian, Theodosius I and Valentinian II. 
Said period is marked by the culmination of the Gothic War and 
‘barbarian’ plundering of the imperial territory after Valens’s de-
feat at Hadrianopolis, as well as a general migration of various 
ethnic groups towards the Empire, reported by Ammianus.45 In 
380, Gothic groups led by Alatheus and Safrax raided Pannonia 
Secunda in a counterattack, during which Mursa (Osijek) was pil-
laged.46 In addition, there is the possibility of associating coin 
hoards with material dated up to 378 with the Gothic War. Such 
hoards have been found throughout the Pannonian provinces, 
attesting that the region was in peril.47 The aforesaid situation 
must have demanded reinforcing the number of soldiers in the 
affected area, which might be related to the recorded rise of the 
circulation intensity at both sites. Still, generally low intensity 
in the castella after 378 might be due to the attenuated capacity 
to garrison them with regulars and/or the loss of their strategic, 
defensive importance, especially after the foedus of 382 with 
some Gothic groups.48 The results of the study of coinage from 
the Sotin area correspond with M. Ilkić’s dating of the end of hab-
itation in the majority of the auxiliary vici; hence, the drastic re-
duction in coin circulation intensity in Cornacum after 378 could 
also be connected with the abandonment of the settlement due 
to these circumstances (although it could possibly already have 
been unoccupied from 375).49
The sites display different chronological progressions after 383. 
The data from Dalj exhibit no change in coin circulation inten-
sity between 383 and 388 in comparison to the previous period 
(Figs 3–4). The nummi of GLORIA ROMANORVM type, of Æ 2 (cat. 
no. 177) and Æ 3 (cat. no. 180) flan size, and Æ 4 VICTORIA AVGG 
(cat. no. 181) of emperor Theodosius I, as well as Æ 2 SALVS 
REIPVBLICAE of his wife Flaccilla (cat. no. 176), all minted in Siscia, 
belong precisely to this period. However, after 388 the coin cir-
culation intensity decreased again. The latest recorded coin sup-
ply to Teutoburgium occurred between 388 and 393 and is repre-
sented by Æ 4 SALVS REIPVBLICAE of emperor Arcadius, coined in 
Thessalonica under Theodosius (cat. no. 182). The aforesaid cir-
cumstances suggest that, between 383 and 393, troops, perhaps 
cavalry units, loyal to Theodosius I, could have been stationed 
in Teutoburgium, and could probably have been the last regular 
garrison in the fort. The results of this study suggest that the of-
ficial coin supply to the area of Teutoburgium might have ended 
soon after 393 (Fig. 4).
On the other hand, the data from the Sotin area display contin-
ual decrease in the 383–388 period, with a majority of coinage 
issued at the Siscia mint, after its restoration to Valentinian 
II,50 and from Thessalonica (Fig. 3). The Æ 4 VICTORIA AVGGG of 
emperors Valentinian II (cat. nos 604–607), Theodosius I (cat. nos 
598 and 608–609) and Arcadius (cat. nos 611 and 614), as well as 
Arcadius’s Æ 3 GLORIA ROMANORVM (cat. no. 610) and Theodosius 
I’s Æ 3 VIRTVS AVGGG (cat. nos 612–613) are all dated to this pe-
riod.51  The higher concentration of Siscian issues minted after 
384 in the fort might possibly be put in the context of internal 
political turmoil in the Empire, provoked by Maximus’s usurpa-
tion. The latest recognized supply to Cornacum occurred be-
tween 388 and 392 and is represented by Æ 4 SALVS REIPVBLICAE 
of emperors Valentinian II (cat. nos 616–617) and Arcadius (cat. 
no. 618). Thus, the regular coin supply to Cornacum, according to 
the date of the latest recorded emission in this analysis, ceased 
39252 (Fig. 4). Cat. no. 616 was minted in Aquileia, and cat. no. 617 
in Roma, whereas cat. no. 618 comes from the eastern mint in 
Cyzicus. Considering that, after Maximus’s death in 388, Italian 
mints formerly of Valentinian II came under Theodosius I’s con-
trol,53 and therefore all the represented mints in this period have 
been under his control, it can be supposed that the possibly 
last regular troops in the fort had likewise been under his com-
mand.54  
Although the number of coins in the last detected emissions 
from the analysed sample does not suffice it to safely presume 
that the latest regular coin supply to both localities happened 
sometime between 388 and 393, these results can be seen as a 
starting point for further and broader numismatic analysis of the 
Croatian part of the Danube region.  If these numismatic finds 
are, in fact, military payments of the garrisons that had been sta-
tioned at the sites, the simultaneity of their latest coin supply, 
that is salaries, might serve as a criterion for constructing the 
chronological time frame for the end of the regular military pres-
ence in, and consequently defensive significance of, this part of 
the limes (taking into account the possibility that money could 
have entered into the circulation slightly later). Moreover, dating 
obtained in the analysis coincides with literary sources referring 
45  Amm. Marc. 31, 4, 2; 16, 7; Mócsy 174, 340–341. 
46  Kovács 2016, 582, 584.
47  Mócsy 1974, 294; Torbágy 2000, 43–45, 52, Table 1; approximately 20 
hoards with bronze coins struck by 378 for Valentinian I, Valens and Gratian 
have been detected on the territory of Sotin (Ilkić 2008a, 55); for contemporary 
hoard finds in the surrounding area see Nađ 2012, 409, 412. 
48  Mócsy 1974, 346; on the foederati see Kovács 2016, 582–586.
49  Cf. Ilkić 2008a, 55; the phenomenon of abandoning the auxiliary vici and 
the retreat of the remaining population to forts, starting from the 360s, has 
been archaeologically recorded along the limes in Pannonia Valeria (Kovács 
2003, 33).
50  In 383 the Siscian mint temporarily fell under Theodosius I’s authority, 
following his occupation of Valentinian II’s territory as a precautionary meas-
ure against Maximus (RIC 9, 22). 
51  A. Alföldi dated cat. no. 604 and cat no. 610 to 387–388 (Alföldi 1924, 26).
52  The results attained correspond to the results of M. Ilkić’s analysis and 
are coherent with the author’s two-phased dating of the end of life in Corna-
cum (cf. Ilkić 2008, 55).
53  RIC 9, 26, 167.
54  The fact that, at both castella, only Æ 4 of the SALVS REIPVBLICAE type 
have been identified so far might suggest that, in the late 80’s and early 90’s of 
the 4th century, the area still operated as part of the western monetary system, 
but under Theodosius’s authority (Moorhead 2012, 617).
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to the loss of Pannonian frontier provinces.55 The dramatic narra-
tive of contemporaries about total destruction starting around 
375–378 and lamentation on the loss is surely an exaggeration 
originating in certain authors’ biased agendas, perspectives and 
writing styles, referring to events which probably happened 
only after Theodosius’s death, i.e. after 395.56
That said, even if it is possible to find correlation between coin 
circulation intensity at the sites and military activity in the area, 
as I hope I have demonstrated above, following R. Reece, it is in 
fact highly speculative to try to see a particular event as a sole 
and definitive cause of the fluctuations in circulation (since cor-
relation does not imply causation). At the same time, it should be 
kept in mind that there were other forms of pay present apart 
from in-cash (see below); therefore, the parallels regarding coin 
circulation intensity adduced here are just a general outline in 
need of further exploration endorsed by systematic archaeologi-
cal excavations.
It must be emphasized that the dating suggested for the end of 
the coin supply in the area studied should not be seen as imply-
ing the collapse of the administrative services and economic life 
in the frontier zone of Pannonia Secunda – merely its degrada-
tion. The Roman economy, especially rural, was probably never 
fully monetized, and barter was certainly present alongside coin-
age and used as an acceptable means of payment during money 
shortages,57 although cash payments, especially in gold, became 
a more frequent and desirable form of pay at the end of the 4th 
century.58 Thus, coins should not strictly be seen as evidence of 
administrative and economic activities in the province, but rath-
er as an indicator of their level at the sites, and of the degree 
of monetization.59 This was a rural frontier military zone where 
the army was indirectly responsible for establishing any mon-
etized local market that subsequently gravitated towards, and 
depended on, urban centres in the vicinity.60  Therefore, it is only 
reasonable to assume that the coin supply to the Teutoburgium 
and Cornacum area depended on military presence in terms of 
payments to regular garrisons.61 It is then possible to draw a par-
allel between the cessation of the coin supply and the defensive 
significance of the forts and the limes itself in the province due 
to changed political, administrative, military, demographic, etc. 
conditions. However, it would be erroneously facile to connect 
it with the end of Roman authority over the territory (albeit that 
the latter probably followed the former).62 
Conclusion 
From the numismatic collection of the Archaeological Museum in 
Zagreb, a total of 618 Late Roman coins from the Valentinian dy-
nasty onward, found in the area of Roman castella Teutoburgium 
(Dalj) and Cornacum (Sotin) have been examined, whilst the rep-
resentative sample selected for further analysis consisted of 
534 items. Among the coins identified, most numerous are Æ 3 
nummi, and there are several Æ 4 and Æ 2 pieces, while cat. no. 
249 and cat. no. 475 are Late Roman solidi, which have been omit-
ted from the analysis. The data gathered has shown that coins 
from the Siscian mint are the best-represented at both localities, 
and its emissions are present throughout the majority of the pe-
riod analysed. Other mints, such as Aquileia, Thessalonica and 
Roma are likewise significantly present. This data proved to be 
consistent with the wider limes area. Furthermore, the results 
showcase a parallel chronological development regarding coin 
circulation intensity until 378 and a concurrent end of the coin 
supply. According to the analysis, there is a possibility that the 
latest regular coin supply to Teutoburgium and Cornacum is re-
lated to a dispatch that occurred sometime between 388 and 393, 
although the size of the sample analysed is insufficient, and ad-
ditional exploration of a wider area of the Croatian part of the 
limes is required for stating firm conclusions on the matter. Both 
localities demonstrate that the coins associated with the last re-
corded supply are Æ 4 SALVS REIPVBLICAE, minted for emperor 
Valentinian II (cat. nos 616–617) and Arcadius (cat. no. 182 and cat. 
no. 618) under Theodosius I’s authority. The above results corre-
late with the data from the neighbouring frontier provinces.
To summarize, considering the present state of research, the 
coin supply to Teutoburgium and Cornacum and the fluctuation 
in coin circulation intensity might have been connected with 
the military and its activities at the Empire’s frontier. Hence, the 
period between 388 and 393 could be a terminus post quem for 
the end of the regular Roman military presence in the studied 
part of the Danube limes, and therefore of the beginning of the 
disintegration of its structure, as well as of the decline in local 
administrative and economic activities as the result of the for-
mer. The aforesaid dating can be associated with the accounts 
of the loss of the Pannonian frontier provinces. Lastly, it must be 
underlined that further study is needed for providing more defi-
nite interpretations of numismatic material, while systematic 
archaeological excavations in the Croatian part of the Danube 
limes are highly desired.
55  I.e. Hieron, Ep., 60, 16; Oros. 7, 43, 4; Pacat., 2 [12] 11, 4; see Mócsy 1974, 404, 
n. 33. 
56  Mócsy 1974, 344; Kovács 2016, 592–593; see also Bratož 2011, 594.
57  Duncan-Jones 1994, 20–21, 32; Reece 2003, 139; other forms of payment, 
such as credits, loans and payment in kind, extended the monetization of the 
local economy beyond the actual quantity of coins in circulation, but that top-
ic exceeds the aim of this work (Katsari 2008, 243). See also Harris 2008; Lo Casc-
io 2008.
58  Banaji 2002, 45.
59  Reece 2003, 143, 146.
60  Reece 1984, 147; Katsari 2008, 246–247, 263; see also Howgego 2014, 311.
61  Reece 1977.
62  When thinking about the limes as a frontier system one should, as A. 
Mócsy has suggested, recognize the difference between the formal state fron-
tier, frontiers of spheres of interest, and strategic lines occupied by the army 
(Mócsy 1974, 346).
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2a
C31441







RIC  176, 
17a
G71-2







RIC  215, 
20a
C23007







RIC  95, 7b C23473





⁎ SM AQ S RIC  95, 7b G60-189





⁎ SM AQ S RIC  95, 7b G61-57







RIC  146, 
5b
G60-35





· B SIS C
RIC  146, 
5b
G60-65







RIC  146, 
5b
G60-94






RIC  146, 
5b
G60-149





D B SIS C
RIC  146, 
5b
G60-160





D B SIS C
RIC  146, 
5b
G60-170







RIC  146, 
5b
G60-185







RIC  146, 
5b
G60-289







RIC  146, 
5b
G61-13
264 Valens 364–367 Æ 3 Æ 18 2.2 1
[DN VALE]




RIC  146, 
5b
G61-37





· B SIS C
RIC  146, 
5b
G61-47





· A SIS C
RIC  146, 
5b
G67-3





· B SIS C
RIC  146, 
5b
G71-1





· A SIS C
RIC  146, 
5b
C23529





· B SIS C
RIC  146, 
5b
C23530





· B SIS C
RIC  146, 
5b
C23531





· B SIS C
RIC  146, 
5b
C23532





» B SIS C
RIC  146, 
5b
C23565







RIC  146, 
5b
C23582






RIC  176, 
16b
G60-163






RIC  176, 
16b
G60-205
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RIC  252, 
9c
C23509






RIC  252, 
9c
G60-164






RIC  252, 
2a
G60-224






RIC  252, 
9c
G60-235





SM AQ P RIC  95, 9b C23785








RIC  95, 9b G60-21





»SM AQ S RIC  95, 9b G60-107







RIC  95, 9b G60-187







RIC  95, 9b G60-256





SM AQ ? RIC  95, 9b G61-58







RIC  95, 9b G67-5





B SIS C RIC  146,7b C23920





» A SIS C
RIC  146, 
7b
G60-3







RIC  146, 
7b
G60-31





» A SIS C
RIC  146, 
7b
G60-32







RIC  146, 
7b
G60-66







RIC  146, 
7b
G60-68







RIC  146, 
7b
G60-72





D A SIS C
RIC  146, 
7b
G60-90







RIC  146, 
7b
G60-155





» Δ SIS C
RIC  146, 
7b
G60-168





» A SIS C
RIC  146, 
7b
G60-182








RIC  146, 
7b
G60-205







RIC  146, 
7b
G60-215







RIC  146, 
7b
G60-274





D A SIS C
RIC  146, 
7b
G60-285







RIC  146, 
7b
G61-21





· A SIS C
RIC  146, 
7b
G61-54





· A SIS C
RIC  146, 
7b
G67-11





⁎/--//TES A RIC  176, 
18b
G60-56






RIC  176, 
18b
G60-106
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RIC  176, 
18b
G60-119






RIC  176, 
18b
G60-201






RIC  176, 
18b
G60-230






RIC  176, 
18b
G60-234






RIC  176, 
18b
G60-243






RIC  176, 
18b
G61-24





⁎/--//TES Γ RIC  176, 
18b
G61-39








RIC  176, 
16c
G61-26






















































? ? incerta G60-221















































364–375 Æ 3 Æ 15 1.72 11























? incerta G 60-174






331 Valens 364–378 Æ 3 Æ 18 2.36 11
[DN VALEN] 
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336 Valens 364–378 Æ 3 Æ 17 1.82 6
DN V[A]LEN-















































RIC  95/96, 
9b/12b
G60-197









































? SM AQ S
RIC  95/96, 
9b/12b
G60-286




























Valent. I - 
Valent. II




















RIC  46, 
20a
C22733










RIC  96, 
11a
G61-51








RIC  147, 
14a
C22867









RIC  147, 
14a
G60-14
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RIC  147, 
14a
G60-26








RIC  147, 
14a
G60-27








RIC  147, 
14a
G60-41








RIC  147, 
14a
G60-47








RIC  147, 
14a
G60-51








RIC  147, 
14a
G60-63









RIC  147, 
14a
G60-75








RIC  147, 
14a
G60-79








RIC  147, 
14a
G60-96








RIC  147, 
14a
G60-110








RIC  147, 
14a
G60-126








RIC  147, 
14a
G60-132








RIC  147, 
14a
G60-137








RIC  147, 
14a
G60-141








RIC  147, 
14a
G60-148









RIC  147, 
14a
G60-173









RIC  147, 
14a
G60-177








RIC  147, 
14a
G60-238








RIC  147, 
14a
G60-276








RIC  147, 
14a
G61-5








RIC  147, 
14a
G67-6








RIC  147, 
14a
G67-8
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RIC  147, 
14a
G61-11








RIC  147, 
14a
G61-12








RIC  147, 
14a
G61-16








RIC  147, 
14a
G61-29








RIC  147, 
14a
G61-38








RIC  147, 
14a
G61-52









RIC  147, 
14a
G61-65








RIC  147, 
14a
G61-67






⁎/⁎B//TES RIC  178, 
26a
C22959






⁎/⁎B//TES RIC  178, 
26a
C22960






⁎/⁎Δ//TES RIC  178, 
26a
C22967






V/⁎B//TES RIC  178, 
26a
C22990






Z/⁎A//TES RIC  178, 
26a
C22997








RIC  178, 
26a
G60-15






⁎/⁎B//TES RIC  178, 
26a
G60-40






--/⁎B//TES RIC  178, 
26a
G60-140









RIC  178, 
26a
G61-40










RIC  219, 
41a
G60-231







RIC  252, 
9a
G60-247







RIC  92, 
12a
G60-19








RIC  96, 
12a
G60-212








RIC  96, 
12a
G60-248
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RIC  121, 
24a
C23123







RIC  121, 
24a
G60-161







RIC  121, 
24a
G60-271







RIC  121, 
24a
G61-48








RIC  121, 
24c
G61-66








RIC  147, 
15a
C23252








RIC  147, 
15a
C23307








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-22








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-39








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-44








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-50








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-54








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-78








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-81








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-84








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-86








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-92








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-98








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-102








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-109








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-114








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-115
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RIC  147, 
15a
G60-121








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-122








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-127








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-145








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-158









RIC  147, 
15a
G60-178









RIC  147, 
15a
G60-196








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-207








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-227








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-268








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-269









RIC  147, 
15a
G60-273








RIC  147, 
15a
G60-283








RIC  147, 
15a
G61-3








RIC  147, 
15a
G61-14








RIC  147, 
15a
G61-18








RIC  147, 
15a
G61-19








RIC  147, 
15a
G61-45









RIC  147, 
15a
G61-46








RIC  147, 
15a
G61-55








RIC  147, 
15a
G67-1
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RIC  147, 
15a
G69-1







RIC  178, 
27a
G60-55







⁎Γ/⁎//TES RIC  178, 
27a
G60-64

















RIC  96, 
12a-b
G61-56







RIC  96, 
11b
C23449






RIC  96, 
11b
G67-12







RIC  147, 
14b
G60-25







RIC  147, 
14b
G60-73







RIC  147, 
14b
G60-76







RIC  147, 
14b
G60-117







RIC  147, 
14b
G60-118







RIC  147, 
14b
G60-120







RIC  147, 
14b
G60-125







RIC  147, 
14b
G60-191







RIC  147, 
14b
G61-8







RIC  147, 
14b
G61-15







RIC  147, 
14b
G61-36







RIC  147, 
14b
G67-7








RIC  178, 
26b
C23680





V/⁎A//TES RIC  178, 
26b
C23697





--/⁎A//TES RIC  178, 
26b
G60-108






RIC  178, 
26b
G60-152






RIC  178, 
26b
G60-202






RIC  178, 
26b
G60-245







RIC  178, 
26b
G60-249







RIC  178, 
26b
G60-250







RIC  178, 
26b
G60-254
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RIC  46,21a G67-2





· SM AQ S
RIC  96, 
12b
G60-10






RIC  96, 
12b
G60-61





· SM AQ S
RIC  96, 
12b
G60-180







RIC  96, 
12b
G60-244








RIC  96, 
12b
G60-262







RIC  121, 
24b
C23895






RIC  121, 
24b
G60-217






RIC  121, 
24b
G60-228







RIC  121, 
24b
G60-246






RIC  121, 
24b
G60-253






RIC  121, 
24b
G60-263


















RIC  147, 
15b
C24035







RIC  147, 
15b
C24073







RIC  147, 
15b
C24092







RIC  147, 
15b
G60-2







RIC  147, 
15b
G60-4







RIC  147, 
15b
G60-6







RIC  147, 
15b
G60-8







RIC  147, 
15b
G60-16







RIC  147, 
15b
G60-23







RIC  147, 
15b
G60-34







RIC  147, 
15b
G60-49







RIC  147, 
15b
G60-64



















RIC  147, 
15b
G60-82







RIC  147, 
15b
G60-85







RIC  147, 
15b
G60-87







RIC  147, 
15b
G60-128







RIC  147, 
15b
G60-129
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RIC  147, 
15b
G60-130







RIC  147, 
15b
G60-171







RIC  147, 
15b
G60-281







RIC  147, 
15b
G61-1







RIC  147, 
15b
G61-17







RIC  147, 
14a
G61-53







RIC  147, 
15b
G67-9







RIC  147, 
15b
G72-1





⁎V/Δ//TES RIC  178, 
27b
C24148





⁎Δ/?//TES RIC  178, 
27b
G60-209







RIC  221, 
42b
G60-242
518 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 18 2.51 12
DN GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
14c
C24251







RIC  147, 
14c
C24280
520 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 19 2.45 2
DN GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
14c
C24415
521 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 18 2.07 6
DN GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
14c
G60-5
522 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 19 2.41 6
DN GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
14c
G60-11
523 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 18 2.03 12
DN GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
14c
G60-17
524 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 19 2.41 7
DN GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
14c
G60-36
525 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 18 2.17 2
DN GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
14c
G60-53
526 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 18 1.93 7
DN GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
14c
G60-57
527 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 17 1.78 12
DN GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
14c
G60-61
528 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 17 1.61 6
DN GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
14c
G60-91
529 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 18 2.14 7
DN GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
14c
G60-97








RIC  147, 
14c
G60-104








RIC  147, 
14c
G60-193
532 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 17 2.46 6
DN GRATIA-
NVS PF AVG 
GLORIA RO-MA-
NORVM
S ·/C Á//Δ 
SIS C A
RIC  147, 
14c
G60-211







RIC  147, 
14c
G60-266







RIC  147, 
14c
G60-272
535 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 18 2.04 2
DN GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
15c
G61-4
536 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 17 1.95 7
DN GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
14c
G61-6
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RIC  147, 
14c
G61-33
538 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 18 2.99 2
[DN] GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
14c
G67-10




















541 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 18 2.27 5
DN GRATIA-







542 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 18 2.18 11
DN GRATIA-







543 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 17 3.05 12
DN GRATIA-




































547 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 18 2.31 12
DN GRATIA-








548 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 15 2.74 11
[DN GRATI]A-











RIC  121, 
24c
G61-60
550 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 19 1.87 6
DN GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
15c
C24614
551 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 17 2.4 12
D[N GRATI]





RIC  147, 
15c
G60-12
552 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 16 1.94 1
DN GRATIA-





RIC  147, 
15c
G60-62







RIC  147, 
15c
G60-284
554 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 18 2.25 6
DN GRATIA-




RIC  178, 
27c
G60-37
555 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 18 1.85 4
DN GRATIA-




RIC  178, 
27c
G60-38
556 Gratian 367–375 Æ 3 Æ 18 2.04 11
DN GRATIA-





RIC  178, 
27c
G60-219






RIC  179, 
31
G60-1
558 Gratian 375–378 Æ 3 Æ 18 2.67 6
DN GRATIA-




RIC  179, 
31
C24488
559 Gratian 378–383 Æ 4 Æ 16 1.94 11
[DN GRATIA]-




RIC  127, 
48a
G60-24
560 Gratian 378–383 Æ 2 Æ 23 5.05 7
DN GRATIA-
NVS PF AVG 
[REPARAT]IO 
REIPVB
⁎ B SIS C
RIC  150, 
26a
G60-144
561 Gratian 378–383 Æ 2 Æ 24 4.75 12
DN GRATIA-
NVS PF AVG 
REPARATIO 
REIPVB
⁎ A SIS C
RIC  150, 
26a
G61-9
562 Gratian 378–383 Æ 4 Æ 19 1.48 6
[DN GRATIA]-
NVS PF AVG 
VOT | XV | MVLT 
|XX
? incerta G60-282








Gratian  -  
Arcadius
378–388 Æ 4 Æ 12 1.11 5 ?




Gratian  -  
Arcadius
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RIC  126, 
43c
G2342-2






B SIS C ·











? SIS C ·
RIC  150, 
26b
G2342-1



















RIC  151, 
27b
G60-33




VOT | V | MVLT 
|X
⁎ B SIS C · RIC  152, 
29c
G60-225




VOT | X | MVLT 
| XX
CON Δ
RIC  229, 
63a
C24977




VOT | X | MVLT 
|XX
? incerta G60-154










⁎ B SIS [C] RIC  150, 
26c
G60-80






RIC  151, 
27d
G60-100
577 Theodosius I 379–383 Æ 4 Æ 15 1.08 7
DN THEODO-
SIVS PF AVG
VOT | V | MVLT 
|X
A SIS C
RIC  152, 
29d
G60-9




VOT | V | MVLT 
|X
A SIS C ·
RIC  152, 
29d
G60-28
579 Theodosius I 379–383 Æ 4 Æ 15 1.51 1
DN THEODO-
SIVS PF AVG
VOT | V | MVLT 
|X
A SIS C
RIC  152, 
29d
G60-88
580 Theodosius I 379–383 Æ 4 Æ 15 1.59 1
DN THEODO-
SIVS PF AVG
[VOT | V |] 
MVLT |X
A SIS C ·
RIC  152, 
29d
G60-188
581 Theodosius I 379–383 Æ 4 Æ 16 2.55 1
DN THEODO-
SIVS PF AVG
VOT | X | MVLT 
|XX
A SIS C
RIC  152, 
30b
G60-123
582 Theodosius I 379–383 Æ 4 Æ 14 1.3 11
DN THEODO-
SIVS PF AVG
VOT | X | MVLT 
|XX
SM H A





583 Theodosius I 379–383 Æ 4 Æ 17 1.57 7
DN THEODO-
SIVS PF AVG
VOT | X | MVLT 
|XX
SM K Γ
RIC  244, 
21c
G60-113




VOT | V | MVLT 
|X
? incerta G60-198
585 Theodosius I 379–388 Æ 4 Æ 13 1.16 5
DN THEODO-
SIVS PF AVG
[VOTǀ?ǀM]VLTǀ? ? incerta G60-278
586 Gratian 381–383 Æ 4 Æ 14 1.83 7
DN GRATIA-
NVS PF AVG 
VOT | XV | MVLT 
|XX
SIS C LRBC 1537 G60-7
587 Gratian 381–383 Æ 4 Æ 15 1.51 2
DN GRATIA-
NVS PF AVG 
VOT | XV | MVLT 
|XX
B SIS C LRBC 1539 G60-13
588 Gratian 381–383 Æ 4 Æ 15 1.13 12
DN GRATIA-
NVS PF AVG 
VOT | XV | MVLT 
|XX
SIS C LRBC 1537 G60-18
589 Gratian 381–383 Æ 4 Æ 15 1.07 7
DN GRATIA-
NVS PF AVG 
VOT | XV | MVLT 
|XX
B SIS C · LRBC 1547 G60-29
590 Gratian 381–383 Æ 4 Æ 16 1.5 6
DN GRATIA-
NVS PF AVG 
VOT | XV | MVLT 
|XX
B SIS C LRBC 1539 G60-105
591 Gratian 381–383 Æ 4 Æ 15 1.6 7
DN GRATIA-
NVS PF AVG 
VOT | XV | MVLT 
|XX
A SIS C · LRBC 1547 G60-112
592 Gratian 381–383 Æ 4 Æ 14 1.66 1
DN GRATIA-
NVS PF AVG 
VOT | XV | MVLT 
|XX
B SIS C LRBC 1539 G60-124
593 Gratian 381–383 Æ 4 Æ 17 1.48 6
DN GRATIA-
NVS PF AVG 
VOT | [X]V | 
MVLT |XX
A SIS C LRBC 1539 G60-131
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594 Gratian 381–383 Æ 4 Æ 15 1.31 6
DN GRATIA-
NVS PF AVG 
VOT | XV | MVLT 
|XX
SIS C LRBC 1537 G61-10
595 Gratian 381–383 Æ 4 Æ 15 1.26 1
DN GRATIA-
NVS PF AVG 
VOT | X[V] | 
MVLT |XX
B SIS C LRBC 1539 G61-31
596 Arcadius 383 Æ 4 Æ 13 1.36 6
[DN ARCA-
DIVS PF AVG
VOT | X CON Γ
RIC  229, 
62b
G60-43












RIC  131, 
56c
C25233
599 Arcadius 383–388 Æ 4 Æ 13 0.73 5
DN ARCADIVS 
[PF AVG]
VOT ǀ V ? incerta G60-226
600 Arcadius 383–388 Æ 4 Æ 16 1.17 7
? [ARCA]
DI-[VS]?
? ? incerta G60-264
601
Theod. I  -  
Arcadius





Theod. I  -  
Honorius





Theod. I  -  
Honorius










A SIS LRBC 1575 C24927






A SIS LRBC 1575 G60-58






A SIS LRBC 1575 G60-103






A SIS LRBC 1575 G60-135






RIC  155, 
39b
G60-133






RIC  155, 
39b
G60-134






RIC  154, 
38c
D70






RIC  155, 
39c
D152




RIC  186, 
61b
C25241




RIC  186, 
61b
G60-147
614 Arcadius 384–388 Æ 4 Æ 13 1.47 12
DN ARCADIVS 
PF AVG
VICTORIA AVG TES Г
RIC  187, 
62c
D105














RIC  106, 
58a
C24880







RIC  133, 
64a
G60-116







RIC  246, 
26c
G60-71
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